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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user tries to upload the following Parts file from the
ExampleParts_Testsite's.zipZIP file by using
FTP: ExampleParts_Testsite's.csv.
What causes the Parts upload to fail based on the file name?
A. The file name exceeds character limits.
B. CSV files are not valid file extensions that can be uploaded
by using FTP.
C. The apostrophe used in the file name is invalid.
D. The "_" used in the file name is invalid.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What factors are likely to cause the greatest impact on the
application layer throughput of an
802.11n client station in a 2.4 GHz HT BSS? (Choose 3)
A. Increasing or decreasing the number of spatial streams in
use by the client station and AP
B. RF interference from more than 10 nearby Bluetooth
transmitters
C. Increasing the beacon interval from 100 to 200 (TUs)
D. Use of passphrase authentication instead of 802.1X/EAP
authentication
E. Use of WEP or TKIP for encryption instead of CCMP
Answer: A,B,E
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